
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

In December 2014, Texas authorities were investigating a series of similar home 

invasions committed by a group of individuals. When police officers interrupted the third 

invasion in as many days, two of the suspects fled and took a vehicle at gun point. The police 

were able to apprehend the two suspects. When they took inventory of the stolen vehicle, they 

found a cell phone allegedly belonging to Defendant Juan Olaya. Before obtaining a warrant, a 

Texas police officer, Mark Esparza, recovered the telephone number and IMEI number (a unique 

number assigned to every mobile device) from the phone. Esparza then swore out a warrant 

affidavit describing the home invasions, Olaya’s arrest, and the discovery of the cell phone in the 

stolen car. A Texas magistrate judge issued a warrant to search the phone. After Esparza took 

144 screenshots of text messages and photos purportedly connecting Olaya to the home 

invasions, he filed a search warrant return. Not long thereafter, the United States Attorney’s 

Office for the Eastern District of Michigan and the Department of Justice’s Organized Crime and 

Gang Section (the “Government”) took over the investigation, including the cell phone Esparza 
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had searched. Nine months after Esparza’s search, the FBI, without obtaining a new warrant, 

searched the cell phone again. 

 Olaya has moved to suppress the results of all three searches. (R. 148.) As to the first, he 

says that Esparza’s warrantless search for the phone and IMEI numbers violated his Fourth 

Amendment rights. Olaya asserts that the second (post-warrant) search was unconstitutional 

because Esparza’s affidavit did not establish probable cause and because the warrant was 

overbroad. As to the third search, Olaya essentially claims that the Texas warrant had been 

exhausted by Esparza’s search, so the FBI’s search was warrantless. The Government has 

responded, arguing that the Court should not suppress the results of any of the searches. (R. 157; 

see also R. 175.) On April 10, 2017, the Court heard oral argument. 

For the reasons that follow, the Court believes that the FBI needed a second warrant to 

search Olaya’s cell phone for a second time. The results of the FBI’s search, and any evidence 

obtained from those results, will be suppressed. Olaya’s motion will otherwise be denied. 

I. 

A. 

 According to Esparza’s affidavit—the affidavit Olaya says did not establish probable 

cause for the cell-phone warrant to issue—on December 5, 2014, several individuals, including 

one matching Olaya’s physical description and who spoke with Olaya’s accent, robbed a home in 

Coppell, Texas. (R. 148, PID 506.) The robbers used firearms to detain the victims and bound 

the victims with duct tape. (Id.) They took money, jewelry, and electronics from the home. (See 

id.) During the robbery, a family member arrived home to find a red Ford Fusion in the 

driveway. (Id.) Upon entering the residence, the returning family member was accosted and duct 

taped with the others. (Id.) 
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 The affidavit further provides that on December 6, 2014, police from Allen, Texas 

reported “Aggravated Robberies (Home invasion style) with similar modus operandi and suspect 

descriptions.” (R. 148, PID 506.) 

 On December 7, 2014, according to the affidavit, police from Flower Mound, Texas 

reported an “Aggravated Robbery in which the suspect’s description and modus operandi were 

similar to the offenses in the Coppell and Allen offenses.” (R. 148, PID 506.) This robbery was 

interrupted by the Flower Mound police “and the suspected party [Olaya] and his accomplices 

fled the scene on foot.” (Id.) The police were able to seize the red Ford Fusion, which had been 

“registered to the suspected parties’ [sic] accomplice.” (R. 148, PID 507.) After fleeing, Olaya 

and his accomplices took a blue Nissan Versa at gun point. (Id.) Allen and Carlton police were 

able to stop the Nissan and capture Olaya and one of his accomplices. (Id.) 

 Esparza’s affidavit further provides that Lewisville police processed the stolen Nissan 

and “seized a Blue Samsung Galaxy cell phone with a red and blue ‘FCB’ sticker on the back.” 

(R. 148, PID 507.) The victim advised Lewisville police that the phone was not his. (Id.) The 

“phone [was] believed to belong to” Olaya. (Id.) 

 The affidavit concludes as follows: 

Based on the foregoing, Affiant has probable cause to believe that the contents of 
the seized cellular telephones and/or their SIM cards will aid in identifying 
individuals involved in this Home Invasion organization and will also provide 
evidence for pending criminal cases against the SUSPECTED PARTY. 
Wherefore, Affiant asks for issuance of a warrant that will authorize him to search 
the said suspected cellular telephones and SIM Cards for said personal property 
and contents therein and seize same. 

(R. 148, PID 507.) 
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B. 

On December 11, 2014, a Texas magistrate judge issued a warrant to search a “Samsung 

Galaxy T-Mobile cellular telephone IMEI# 3530240576789xx and phone # 631-748-88xx.” (R. 

148, PID 505 (warrant affidavit); R. 148, PID 504 (warrant referencing property described in 

affidavit).) The warrant was directed to the “Sheriff or any Peace Officer of Dallas County, 

Texas or any Peace Officer of the State of Texas.” (R. 148, PID 504.) It further provided, “you 

are commanded to enter the suspected place and premises described in said Affidavit and to there 

search for the personal property described in said Affidavit and to seize the same and bring it 

before me.” (Id.) The warrant concluded, “Herein fail not, but have you then and there execute 

this Warrant within three days, exclusive of the day of its issuance and exclusive of the day of its 

execution, with your return thereon, showing how you have executed the same.” (R. 148, PID 

504.) 

C. 

The next day, December 12, 2014, Detective Esparza executed the warrant and conducted 

a search of the phone. (R. 148, PID 508.) According to the Government, “Esparza located 

photographs of Olaya displaying weapons and posing with” another defendant in this case, 

Octavius Scott. (R. 157, PID 547.) The Government also asserts that Esparza found “text 

messages between ‘Chsca’ and Olaya containing addresses and photographs of jewelry and 

electronics.” (Id.) (The lead defendant in this case is Chaka Castro.) The cell phone allegedly 

contained the “Whatsapp” application which contained “chats between ‘Chaquita’ and Olaya 

dating back several months.” (Id.) The Government asserts, “The chats contained discussions 

about the sale of gold and stolen property from homes as well as lists of addresses sent by 

‘Chaquita’ to Olaya, several of which were the victims of robberies and burglaries during the 
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weekend of December 5, 2014.” (Id.) “Finally,” says the Government, “Esparza reviewed the 

call logs for the phone and observed many calls between ‘Chacarita’ and Olaya.” (Id.) 

Esparza’s search was not a “full forensic examination” of Olaya’s phone. Rather, Esparza 

took screenshots of the phone’s content. (R. 157, PID 547.) Indeed, his search-warrant return 

provides, “CD-R containing digital photos of text messages.” (R. 148, PID 508.) 

D. 

Nine months later, in September 2015, the FBI—relying on the December 2014 warrant 

issued by the Texas magistrate judge to Texas officers—used “Cellebrite software to create an 

image/extraction report” of Olaya’s phone. (R. 157, PID 548.) The FBI “download[ed] a call log 

containing 500 calls, 535 contacts, 90 ‘MMS’ messages, 3014 ‘SMS’ messages, and 12,492 data 

files (audio, video and images).” (Id.) 

II. 

A. 

The Court begins with Olaya’s claim that Esparza’s screenshots (and any derivative 

evidence) should be suppressed. This claim has three bases: (1) that the warrant was over broad 

and thus violated the Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirement (R. 148, PID 497); (2) that 

Esparza’s affidavit was too conclusory to establish probable cause (R. 148, PID 495); and (3) 

that the affidavit does not establish a nexus between the place to be searched (the cell phone) and 

the evidence sought (information relating to the home invasions) (R. 148, PID 496). 

1. 

The Court begins with Olaya’s overbreadth argument. Because the argument is stated 

generally (see R. 148, PID 496–98), Olaya could be complaining about two aspects of the 

warrant’s breadth. One concerns the locations on the phone that officers were permitted to search 
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(e.g., the text “app” as opposed to the health “app”). Another aspect concerns the direction the 

warrant provided to officers on what to look for (e.g., evidence of a robbery versus other crimes). 

Before addressing these aspects of the overbreadth inquiry, it is helpful to provide some 

context: a warrant permitting officers to look at every aspect of a cell phone does present 

substantial constitutional concerns. The Fourth Amendment promises that “no Warrants shall 

issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the 

place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.” U.S. Const. amend. IV (emphases 

added). And the contents of modern phones coupled with the inferences that can be drawn from 

them (e.g., the phone’s calendar shows an upcoming visit to the doctor, the phone’s browsing 

history shows a search about a certain disease, a contemporaneous text includes a nervous emoji) 

gives good reason for the particularity requirement to apply with considerable force to warrants 

authorizing cell-phone searches. See Riley v. California, __ U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 2473, 2489 

(2014) (“The sum of an individual’s private life can be reconstructed through a thousand 

photographs labeled with dates, locations, and descriptions.”); United States v. Otero, 563 F.3d 

1127, 1132 (10th Cir. 2009) (“The modern development of the personal computer and its ability 

to store and intermingle a huge array of one’s personal papers in a single place increases law 

enforcement’s ability to conduct a wide-ranging search into a person’s private affairs, and 

accordingly makes the particularity requirement that much more important.”). Indeed, given the 

sensitive information often found on cell phones, some courts have required federal search 

warrants to include a search protocol. See United States v. Jefferson, No. 14-20119, 2015 WL 

3576035, at *6 (E.D. Mich. June 5, 2015) (discussing two federal magistrate judges who 

routinely deny warrants that do not include a methodology for searching a phone; noting that 

“these courts seek to ensure that in authorizing a search warrant, they are not authorizing a 
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general warrant to rummage through the person’s data”); In re Nextel Cellular Tel., No. 14-MJ-

8005-DJW, 2014 WL 2898262, at *13 (D. Kan. June 26, 2014) (“[J]ust as probable cause to 

believe that a stolen lawnmower may be found in a garage will not support a warrant to search an 

upstairs bedroom, probable cause to believe drug trafficking communication may be found in [a 

phone’s mail application] will not support the search of the phone’s Angry Birds application.” 

(internal quotation marks omitted)). 

But the Sixth Circuit has recognized that, practically, law-enforcement may need to look 

everywhere on a phone to find evidence of a crime. In United States v. Bass, the Sixth Circuit 

acknowledged Riley’s concern that “modern cellphones may contain a litany of information, in 

some cases equivalent to a personal computer.” 785 F.3d 1043, 1049 (6th Cir. 2015).1 But it also 

noted that “[f]ederal courts . . . have ‘rejected most particularity challenges to warrants 

authorizing the seizure and search of entire personal or business computers,’ because ‘criminals 

can—and often do—hide, mislabel, or manipulate files to conceal criminal activity [such that] a 

broad, expansive search of the [computer] may be required.’” Id. (quoting United States v. 

Richards, 659 F.3d 527, 538–39 (6th Cir. 2011)); see also Richards, 659 F.3d at 540 (“[I]n 

general, [s]o long as the computer search is limited to a search for evidence explicitly authorized 

in the warrant, it is reasonable for the executing officers to open the various types of files located 

in the computer’s hard drive in order to determine whether they contain such evidence.” (internal 

quotation marks omitted)). It explained that although the warrant to search Bass’ phone was 

broad (it “authorized the search for any records of communication, indicia of use, ownership, or 

possession, including electronic calendars, address books, e-mails, and chat logs”), when the 

officers seized Bass’ phone they “could not have known where this information was located in 

                                                 
1 As the parties have not argued that any other law governs the analysis of this Texas 

warrant, the Court will apply Sixth Circuit law. 
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the phone or in what format.” Id. As such, “the broad scope of the warrant was reasonable under 

the circumstances at that time.” Id. Thus, Bass and Richards suggest that the Texas warrant was 

not overbroad even though it permitted the search of “[a]ny and all physical and digital 

evidence” on the phone. 

The question of whether the warrant gave adequate direction to officers of the evidence to 

search for—robbery or something else—presents a closer call. The warrant incorporated by 

reference Esparza’s affidavit. (R. 148, PID 504.) That affidavit states in part, 

2. There is located inside [the Samsung Galaxy T-Mobile Cellular Phone], 
personal property which constitutes evidence which is concealed and kept in 
violation of the laws of Texas to wit: Aggravated Robbery, a violation of Texas 
Penal Code section 29.03, which constitute evidence of a criminal offense or 
constitute evidence tending to show that a particular person committed criminal 
offenses and is described as follows: 

Any and all physical and digital evidence stored in: A Samsung Galaxy T-Mobile 
Cellular Phone, IMEI # 353024057678933, Phone Number 631-748-8845. 

(R. 148, PID 505 (emphasis added).) The emphasized language, with its reference to “evidence 

of a criminal offense” and “criminal offenses” (plural), could be read as permitting a search of 

the phone for evidence pertaining to any crime. If read that way, the warrant would breach the 

Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirement. See United States v. George, 975 F.2d 72, 78 (2d 

Cir. 1992) (“[A]uthorization to search for ‘evidence of a crime,’ that is to say, any crime, is so 

broad as to constitute a general warrant.”). 

 But when the problematic language is read in the context of the entire affidavit, the 

warrant does not appear to permit a search of the phone for evidence of any crime. The 

problematic language is confined to the paragraph of the warrant identifying the crime for which 

there is probable cause. Immediately preceding this language, the affidavit states that there is 

evidence of “Aggravated Robbery, a violation of Texas Penal Code section 29.03” on the phone. 
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(R. 148, PID 505.) Later, the affidavit states, “the Affiant knows and believes that the said 

suspected property (Cellular telephones and SIM cards) contains evidence, which Juan Fernando 

Olaya, is involved in the commission of aggravated robbery.” (R. 148, PID 506.) The affidavit 

then includes multiple paragraphs about home invasions. (R. 148, PID 506–07.) And the 

affidavit concludes, “Affiant has probable cause to believe that the contents of the seized cellular 

telephones and/or their SIM cards will aid in identifying individuals involved in this Home 

Invasion organization and will also provide evidence for pending criminal cases against the 

SUSPECTED PARTY.” (R. 148, PID 507.) Taking all of this together—while close—the Court 

finds that a reasonably well-trained officer would have thought that the warrant authorized a 

search of the phone for evidence of robbery, and thus would not have known that the warrant 

was too broad. 

 And this means that exclusion is not the proper relief here. “The exclusionary rule does 

not bar the government’s introduction of evidence obtained by police officers acting in 

objectively reasonable reliance on a search warrant that is subsequently invalidated.” United 

States v. McPhearson, 469 F.3d 518, 525 (6th Cir. 2006) (internal quotation marks omitted); see 

also United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897, 922 (1984). Although the good-faith exception does 

not apply “when the warrant is so facially deficient that it cannot reasonably be presumed valid,” 

McPhearson, 469 F.3d at 525, the problematic language in Esparza’s affidavit, when taken in 

context of the entire affidavit, does not render the warrant “so facially” broad that reasonably 

well-trained officers would not rely on it. And while the good-faith exception does not apply in 

three other circumstances, see McPhearson, 469 F.3d at 525, none of those seem applicable here. 

Accordingly, the Court will not suppress the screenshots Esparza obtained based on 

overbreadth. 
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2. 

Olaya’s second and third grounds for suppressing the screenshots are really the same 

grounds. He claims that Esparza’s affidavit “is devoid of facts.” (R. 148, PID 495.) But even a 

glance at the affidavit reveals that it sets forth considerable factual matter pertaining to three 

home invasions. What is arguably missing is a tie between that criminal activity and Olaya’s 

phone—but this is exactly Olaya’s third basis for suppressing the results of Esparza’s search. So 

it is to this basis for suppression that the Court turns. 

“The job of the magistrate judge presented with a search warrant application is simply to 

make a practical, common-sense decision whether, given all the circumstances set forth in the 

affidavit, there is a fair probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will be found in a 

particular place.” United States v. Brown, 828 F.3d 375, 382 (6th Cir. 2016) (internal quotation 

marks and ellipses omitted). In other words, the magistrate judge must find an adequate “nexus 

between the place to be searched and the evidence sought.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted, 

emphasis in original). In reviewing a magistrate judge’s determination, this Court need only find 

that the judge had a “substantial basis for concluding that probable cause existed.” Id. (internal 

quotation marks omitted). 

The Government relies heavily on United States v. Gholston, 993 F. Supp. 2d 704 (E.D. 

Mich. 2014), to argue that Esparza’s affidavit establishes the required nexus between evidence 

relating to home invasions and Olaya’s phone. (R. 157, PID 554–55.) There, two masked men 

robbed a gas station. Gholston, 993 F. Supp. 2d at 707. A police investigation revealed that 

Gholston was one of the two suspects; he was thus arrested and his cell phone seized. Id. In 

support of a warrant to search the phone’s contents, a federal agent detailed the robbery offense 

and then averred, that based on his “training and experience,” the phone could be expected to 
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contain evidence that Gholston and others had “‘pre-plan[ned] the robbery by searching the 

internet for locations of certain businesses’” and by “‘coordinat[ing] and communicat[ing] via 

cellular telephone prior to the robbery to arrange meeting times, the availability of firearms and 

other details related to the robbery.’” Id. at 718. Gholston claimed that the affidavit did not 

include facts indicating that he or his accomplices had “actually used a cell phone in connection 

with” the robbery. Id. Even so, the court found the affidavit established the required nexus: “[the 

agent] . . . cited the evidence of [Gholston’s] joint participation in the gas station robbery along 

with another individual as supporting his belief that a search of this device would reveal 

evidence shedding light on the identities of these multiple participants and their possible pre-

planning and coordination of criminal activity.” Id. 

The Gholston affidavit is similar to Esparza’s—but not quite as similar as the 

Government suggests. Like the affidavit in Gholston, Esparza provided facts pertaining to the 

three home invasions and Olaya’s suspected participation in those crimes. But unlike the 

affidavit in Gholston, Esparza nowhere says that based on his training and experience, a group 

committing a crime is likely to use cell phones to communicate. Thus, the rule Gholston 

distilled—“courts have found that an affidavit establishes probable cause to search a cell phone 

when it describes evidence of criminal activity involving multiple participants and includes the 

statement of a law enforcement officer, based on his training and experience, that cell phones are 

likely to contain evidence of communications and coordination among these multiple 

participants,” 993 F. Supp. 2d at 720—does not squarely apply to this case.  

But a magistrate judge might reasonably infer that a group committing a crime is likely to 

use cell phones to communicate. Although a magistrate judge may infer a nexus based on “the 

type of crime being investigated, the nature of things to be seized, the extent of an opportunity to 
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conceal the evidence elsewhere and the normal inferences that may be drawn as to likely hiding 

places,” United States v. Williams, 544 F.3d 683, 687 (6th Cir. 2008), the inferential chain cannot 

be too long or too weak, see United States v. Laughton, 409 F.3d 744, 750 (6th Cir. 2005) 

(finding probable cause plainly lacking where filling the gap in the affidavit “would require a 

number of inferences, even inferences drawn upon inferences”). 

Here, the gap in Esparza’s affidavit can be bridged by a strong inferential chain. The 

affidavit provides (or at least strongly suggests) that at least one of the three home invasions was 

committed by a group of at least three people. (R. 148, PID 506 (referencing “suspected person 

and his accomplices,” plural).) A group of at least three robbing a home would need to plan that 

crime by communicating with one another. Esparza’s affidavit also provides that the group (or at 

least some of its members) committed home invasions three days in a row. (R. 148, PID 506–

07.) This suggests even greater coordination and thus more communication. The affidavit 

indicates that the phone to be searched was carried by a group member during one of the 

robberies and was found in the car that members of the group took at gun point after fleeing one 

of the robberies. (R. 148, PID 507.) This suggests that the manner in which the group 

communicated was, at least in part, by cell phone. It also suggests that one of the cell phones the 

group used was the one Esparza wanted to search. Finally, Esparza avers that he had “probable 

cause to believe the phone would aid in identifying individuals involved in this home invasion 

organization.” (Id.) A magistrate judge thus could conclude that there was a fair probability that 

evidence relating to the home invasions would be found on Olaya’s phone. See Riley, 134 S. Ct. 

at 2493 (“Cell phones have become important tools in facilitating coordination and 

communication among members of criminal enterprises[.]”); State v. Henderson, 854 N.W.2d 

616, 632 (Neb. 2014) (“Because Henderson was working with at least one other person to 
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commit the shootings, it is reasonable to infer that the cell phone that was in his possession was 

used to communicate with others regarding the shootings before, during, or after they occurred. 

We believe that the court that issued the search warrant could have reached this inference 

without the additional allegations that [in the officer’s training and experience, suspects use cell 

phones to communicate].”); but see United States v. Ramirez, No. CV 3:13-CR-82-CRS, 2016 

WL 1452444, at *3 (Mar. 7, 2016) (finding nexus plainly lacking where affidavit asserted that 

suspect had been arrested for conspiracy to distribute drugs, that suspect was in possession of a 

cell phone at the time of his arrest, and that in the officer’s experience, information on cell 

phones may relate to a crime), report and recommendation adopted, 180 F. Supp. 3d 491 (W.D. 

Ky. 2016). 

Moreover, the Sixth Circuit has “previously found Leon applicable in cases where . . . the 

affidavit contained a minimally sufficient nexus between the illegal activity and the place to be 

searched to support an officer’s good-faith belief in the warrant’s validity, even if the 

information provided was not enough to establish probable cause.” United States v. Carpenter, 

360 F.3d 591, 596 (6th Cir. 2004) (en banc) (emphasis added). This “minimal” nexus is less than 

the nexus required to establish probable cause. See id. at 595. The Court thus finds that even if 

Esparza’s affidavit fell short of establishing probable cause to believe that Olaya’s phone would 

have evidence of a crime, the affidavit was not “so lacking in indicia of probable cause as to 

render official belief in its existence entirely unreasonable,” id. at 595, such that Leon’s good-

faith exception to the exclusionary rule does not apply. (And none of the other three situations 

where Leon does not apply, see McPhearson, 469 F.3d at 525, are applicable.)  

Accordingly, the Court will not suppress the screenshots Esparza took on the grounds that 

his affidavit did not provide probable cause for the warrant to issue. 
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B. 

Olaya also argues that even if the screenshots that Esparza obtained should not be 

suppressed, the results of the more comprehensive FBI search should be. The Court agrees. 

“[T]he general rule [is] that a warrant authorizes only one search.” United States v. 

Keszthelyi, 308 F.3d 557, 568–69 (6th Cir. 2002); accord United States v. Harris, No. 03-0310, 

2004 WL 856634, at *6 (E.D. La. Apr. 19, 2004); see also Wayne R. LaFave, 2 Search & 

Seizure § 4.10(d) (5th ed.) (“[A] warrant may be executed only once[.]”). There is a “reasonable 

continuation” exception, however, where the subsequent search pursuant to the same warrant is a 

continuation and not new search and “the decision to conduct a second entry to continue the 

search” is reasonable under the circumstances. Keszthelyi, 308 F.3d at 569. 

In United States v. Mayne, No. CR13-1017, 2013 WL 6054453 (Nov. 15, 2013), report 

and recommendation adopted, 2013 WL 6410976 (N.D. Iowa Dec. 9, 2013), the court applied 

the one-search-per-warrant rule articulated in Keszthelyi to hold that a second search was 

unconstitutional. There, state police obtained a warrant to search a fire-damaged house for 

evidence of methamphetamine manufacture. Id. at *2. Fifteen days after executing the warrant 

and filing the return, the officers conducted another search of the home. See id. at *3, *11. The 

court, applying the rule articulated in Keszthelyi, found that the second search was not a 

continuation of the first: 

[I]t could be argued that investigators were unable to complete their search on 
December 4 due to the condition of the structure. That is, while investigators 
seized a substantial number of items which were consistent with the manufacture 
of methamphetamine, they were not able to venture far into the basement due to 
the potential for collapse. Unlike those cases where the reasonable continuation 
rule has been applied, however, Lieutenant Haupert returned the search warrant to 
the court, together with an inventory of items seized. . . . At no time did Haupert 
advise the court that the search was suspended for any reason or would be 
continued on a later date. . . . I conclude that the search conducted 15 days later, 
on December 19, was not merely a continuation of the first search. 
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Mayne, 2013 WL 6054453, at *14–15. Thus, the court found that the December 19th search was 

a warrantless entry and violated the Fourth Amendment. Id. at *15. 

 The Court reaches a similar conclusion here. The Texas warrant gave a Texas officer 

three days to execute the warrant. Consistent with those limitations, on December 12, 2014, 

Esparza executed the warrant. (See R. 148, PID 508.) Not only that, on December 14, 2014, 

Esparza signed and filed a search warrant return. (Id.) His return states that he obtained a “CD-R 

containing digital photos of text messages.” (Id.) There is nothing in Esparza’s return—or 

elsewhere—indicating that he had not completed his search or that the search would be 

continued at a later date. Texas was done. Yet, nine months later, federal officers performed a 

second search. On these facts, the Court finds that the first search terminated in December 2014 

and that the FBI’s search in September 2015 was a second search. Cf. Mayne, 2013 WL 

6054453, at *14–15. The FBI had no new warrant for this new search, and so the Government 

violated Olaya’s Fourth Amendment rights in conducting the Cellebrite extraction. See Riley, 

134 S. Ct. at 2493. 

In its response, the Government cites three cases that it claims justify a different result. 

(R. 157, PID 559–60.) But none implicate the one-search-per-warrant rule. The Government’s 

authorities instead address a delay between when a warrant issues or when a computer is seized 

and when authorities initially search the computer. See United States v. Brewer, 588 F.3d 1165, 

1168, 1172–73 (8th Cir. 2009) (finding, where initial search of a computer was not performed 

until after the warrant had expired under state law, that search was permissible because evidence 

stored on computer media had not changed and so warrant was not stale); United States v. 

Syphers, 426 F.3d 461, 463, 469 (1st Cir. 2005) (finding, where initial search of a computer was 

not conducted until five months after the warrant issued, that the search did not constitute an 
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unreasonable delay under the “policies embedded” in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41); 

United States v. Gorrell, 360 F. Supp. 2d 48, 52, 55, n.5 (D.D.C. 2004) (finding, where warrant 

authorized seizure of computer records from home, but initial search of seized hard drives were 

not conducted until 10 months later, that suppression was not appropriate as the warrant only set 

a deadline for seizure, not analysis). Thus, none of these cases involved a second search of a 

computer or phone after the device had already been searched pursuant to a warrant and that first 

search had come to completion. See Mayne, 2013 WL 6054453, at *13 (“In the cases cited by the 

Government, the issue was whether a delay in the execution of a search warrant rendered it 

invalid if probable cause continued to exist.”). 

In its sur-reply, the Government cites two more cases in support of its claim that the 

Texas warrant authorized the FBI’s search. (R. 175, PID 820.) But they too are off point. In 

United States v. Roberts, the Court found that the Government could continue to search 

computers after the ten-day limit set forth in Rule 41. No. 3:08-CR-175, 2010 WL 234719, at *8, 

*17–18 (E.D. Tenn. Jan. 14, 2010). In Matter of the Search of the Scranton Housing Authority, 

the court found that the Government could continue to examine images of hard drives after the 

time period set in the warrant. 436 F. Supp. 2d 714, 727–28 (2006), vacated on other grounds, 

487 F. Supp. 2d 530 (M.D. Pa. 2007). Thus, neither Roberts nor Scranton deal with the situation 

before this Court: a completed search of an electronic device (with a corresponding warrant 

return), followed by a second search of the device pursuant to the same warrant. (Roberts is 

additionally distinguishable because Rule 41 does not apply to this state warrant. See United 

States v. $186,416.00 in U.S. Currency, 590 F.3d 942, 948 (9th Cir. 2010); United States v. 

Felton, No. 16-CR-51-PP, 2016 WL 4126473, at *2 (E.D. Wis. Aug. 3, 2016).) 
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The Government alternatively argues that even if the FBI’s search violated Olaya’s 

Fourth Amendment rights, “the evidence obtained by the FBI should not be suppressed because 

the FBI could have obtained a federal search warrant and would have done so if agents believed 

they could not rely upon the Texas search warrant.” (R. 157, PID 560.) In other words, the 

Government attempts to invoke the inevitable-discovery doctrine on the basis that although it did 

not obtain a federal warrant to search Olaya’s phone, it could have. 

This argument is similar to one that the Sixth Circuit has repeatedly rejected. In United 

States v. Haddix, 239 F.3d 766 (6th Cir. 2001), a police helicopter spotted marijuana growing 

behind Haddix’s house and police on the ground saw “electric lines leading to outbuildings” and 

“sixty-seven marijuana plants.” Id. at 766. Police eventually entered Haddix’s home, without 

consent or warrant, to find him sleeping on two guns and “more marijuana.” Id. After arresting 

Haddix, the police “finally obtained a warrant,” which, when executed, uncovered a significant 

amount of drugs and an elaborate growing system. Id. Based on the warrantless entry into his 

home, Haddix moved to suppress. See id. In arguing against suppression, the Government urged 

the Sixth Circuit “to interpret the inevitable discovery doctrine to admit evidence when the police 

could have obtained a warrant but did not do so—that is, whenever probable cause would have 

existed had a magistrate [judge] considered the question in advance of the search, regardless of 

whether a magistrate [judge] in fact did.” Id. at 768. The appeals court thought this argument 

“untenable”: “As we have noted before, this position of the United States would ‘completely 

obviate the warrant requirement’ and would constitute, to say the least, a ‘radical departure from 

the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement precedent.’” Haddix, 239 F.3d at 768 (quoting 

United States v. Johnson, 22 F.3d 674, 683–84 (6th Cir. 1994)). 
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Eight years later, in United States v. Quinney, 583 F.3d 891 (6th Cir. 2009), the 

Government made the same argument and the Sixth Circuit again rejected it. There, two agents 

visited Quinney’s home where officers observed a printer. Id. at 893. Quinney admitted to 

passing counterfeit bills, but denied printing them. Id. Later that day, the officers learned from 

two witnesses that Quinney “had in fact printed the counterfeit bills.” Id. The officers returned to 

Quinney’s home and, without a warrant, seized the printer. Id. In response to Quinney’s claim 

that the seizure of the printer was unconstitutional, “the government argue[d] that the inevitable-

discovery doctrine applie[d] because the agents had probable cause to obtain a search warrant at 

the time the printer was seized.” Id. at 894. The Sixth Circuit disagreed: “Analogous to the 

situation in Haddix, the agents in the present case had probable cause, based on the statements of 

two witnesses, to obtain a search warrant for the seizure of the printer. But instead of actually 

obtaining a warrant, they seized the printer without one. As the court said in Haddix, ‘[l]et it be 

absolutely clear: this is untenable’ because the ‘position of the United States would completely 

obviate the warrant requirement.’” Quinney, 583 F.3d at 894 (quoting Haddix, 239 F.3d at 768). 

Haddix and Quinney suffice to reject the Government’s argument in this case: even if the 

Government, independent of any information unlawfully obtained, could have obtained a federal 

warrant prior to the FBI’s search, it did not. While the Government’s mock affidavit suggests 

that it may be able to obtain a warrant to image the phone, accepting the Government’s look-

first-obtain-permission-later position would be taking a “radical departure from the Fourth 

Amendment warrant requirement precedent.” Haddix, 239 F.3d at 768. The Court declines to 

take that trip. 

In their sur-reply, the Government says that Haddix and Quinney are not on point, 

because, in those cases, there never was any warrant to begin with. (R. 175, PID 820.) In “stark 
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contrast” to those cases, the Government says, “the FBI believed in good faith that they had a 

valid search warrant from Texas prior to obtaining any information from the Olaya phone.” (Id.) 

True, the Government has more to stand on here than in Haddix and Quinney: a search 

warrant had been obtained prior to the FBI’s search. But, as discussed, that warrant was directed 

to Texas officers, it granted three days for the search, the search was executed by a Texas officer, 

and that officer filed a return without indicating that the search was not complete. The Court 

does not believe that the FBI reasonably relied on an exhausted, nine-month old warrant directed 

to state officers. 

Accordingly, the Court will suppress the results of the Cellebrite extraction performed by 

the FBI in September 2015 and any evidence obtained derivative to that extraction. See Wong 

Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963). 

C. 

Before concluding, the Court circles back to an issue the parties address first. Before 

Esparza obtained the warrant to search Olaya’s phone, he retrieved two pieces of information 

from the phone: the telephone number and the IMEI number. The Government is unable to rule 

out the possibility that Esparza obtained these two numbers by accessing the phone’s contents. 

(See R. 157, PID 546 & n.1.) As such, Olaya claims that by obtaining the numbers, Esparza 

conducted a warrantless search in violation of the Fourth Amendment. (See R. 148, PID 494; R. 

164, PID 614.) 

The Court will assume that obtaining the two numbers from the phone amounted to a 

search that required a warrant. Cf. Riley, 134 S. Ct.  at 2481, 2492–93 (finding that a search 

involving little more than pressing one button to access a phone’s call log and then a second to 

reveal a phone number required a warrant); United States v. Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d 803, 809 
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(7th Cir. 2012) (finding, pre-Riley, that the Fourth Amendment tolerates the invasion of privacy 

of retrieving a phone number from a cell phone given the possibility of remote wiping). The 

Court does so because even assuming a Fourth Amendment violation, the Court is not now 

convinced that additional evidence should be suppressed. 

Considering first the results of Esparza’s search, it is apparent that Esparza would have 

still sought a warrant to search the phone had he never obtained the phone’s number or IMEI 

number. That Esparza stopped after getting the numbers and obtained a warrant supports this 

finding. Further, the Government says that the “sole” reason Esparza obtained the two numbers 

was so he could identify the phone in his warrant affidavit. (R. 157, PID 546.) Second, the above 

probable-cause and minimal-nexus analysis of Esparza’s search does not in any way depend on 

the IMEI or phone number. Indeed, the affidavit sufficiently identified the phone without using 

those numbers (“Blue Samsung Galaxy cell phone with a red and blue ‘FCB’ sticker on the 

back”). Thus, even if the IMEI and phone number were unlawfully obtained, suppressing 

Esparza’s screenshots is not warranted. See United States v. Jenkins, 396 F.3d 751, 758, 760 (6th 

Cir. 2005) (providing that where a warrant application contains information from an illegal 

search, the court may, under the independent-source doctrine, consider whether the application 

demonstrates probable cause without the unlawfully-obtained information).  

Olaya suggests that other evidence is tainted by the (assumed) unlawful seizure of his 

phone’s number and IMEI number. (See R. 164, PID 615.) He states, “It is expected that the 

government will use [the] phone number to compare with information found in other phones and 

with information from cell towers.” (R. 164, PID 616.) Thus, says Olaya, “[i]t is no answer to 

argue that the phone number and IMEI number were not necessary to establish probable cause 

for the state court warrant.” (Id.) 
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In its sur-reply, the Government provides several ways it allegedly discovered Olaya’s 

phone number apart from Esparza’s warrantless search. (R. 175, PID 818.) For example, the 

Government says that a “law enforcement agency” searched Octavius Scott’s cell phone (Scott is 

a defendant in this case) and that search revealed Olaya’s phone number. (Id.) “Additionally,” 

says the Government, “in subsequent interviews with the FBI, Scott identified that number as 

belonging to Olaya.” (Id.) Accordingly, the Court will not suppress the fact that the phone 

number 631-748-88xx was Olaya’s. See United States v. Jenkins, 396 F.3d 751, 757 (6th Cir. 

2005) (“The independent source rule holds that evidence will be admitted if the government 

shows that it was discovered through sources wholly independent of any constitutional 

violation.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). 

But simply because sources independent of Esparza’s pre-warrant search show that the 

631-748-88xx number belonged to Olaya, does not mean that the Government should be able to 

use at trial the fact that the 631-748-88xx number was the phone number of the cell phone that 

Esparza seized. Olaya could have multiple cell phones only one of which was a “Blue Samsung 

Galaxy cell phone with a red and blue ‘FCB’ sticker on the back.” Nor has the Government 

identified any independent source for its discovery of the IMEI number or that the IMEI number 

belonged to the phone Esparza seized. 

At oral argument, the Government suggested that it would be able to demonstrate that the 

631-748-88xx number was the phone number of the cell phone that Esparza seized independent 

of Esparza’s pre-warrant search. If, at trial, the Government is not able to do so, the Court will 

consider suppressing the fact the cell phone seized by Esparza had the number 631-748-88xx. 

The same is true with the IMEI number. 
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III. 

For the above reasons, the Court rules as follows: (1) assuming without deciding that 

Esparza’s warrantless search for and seizure of Olaya’s cell-phone number and IMEI number 

violated the Fourth Amendment, the Court will not at this time suppress the two numbers; (2) 

assuming without deciding that the Texas warrant was overly broad or that Esparza’s affidavit 

did not establish probable cause to believe that evidence of a crime would be found on Olaya’s 

phone, the Court will not suppress the results of Esparza’s search because a well-trained officer 

would believe that the affidavit established probable cause and that the warrant was sufficiently 

particularized; and (3) the results of the FBI’s September 2015 search of Olaya’s phone, and any 

derivative evidence, will be suppressed because it was a warrantless search and the FBI could not 

have reasonably thought that the Texas warrant authorized the search. 

SO ORDERED. 

  s/Laurie J. Michelson                       
 LAURIE J. MICHELSON 
Dated: April 19, 2017    U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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